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Manuscript Format

All manuscripts should be type written, double spaced, with generous margins, and submitted electronically as a Word document or in Rich Text Format (rtf). Please indicate on a separate cover page the corresponding author, address, and e-mail, the date of submission, up to six key words, and a short running title. Please provide an abstract of 300–500 words. Footnotes are to be avoided (except in tables and figures). IMRAD subtitles are generally used but are not obligatory. Please give all measurements in metric units. Take special care concerning diacritical marks of languages other than English.

Bibliographic references should be in the following style:

Example – journal article:

Example – book:

Example – chapter in a book:

Example – dissertation or thesis:

Example – IUCN Red List

Example – Website

Figures - maps, graphs, illustrations and photographs

We accept high-resolution images in color or black-and-white in TIF or JPG formats (300 dpi at the size which you would like to have them printed). All maps, graphs, illustrations, and photographs should be submitted in a file or files separately from the main text. Please list the captions/legends at the end of the main text or in a separate Word document. In the case of photographs, please provide the name of the photographer and the location where the photograph was taken. We encourage high quality photographs of the species that are the object of the manuscript. Maps should always be made as concise as possible and should include an inset showing the location of the area discussed in relation to its home country or continent. Distribution maps with occurrence localities must have the localities numbered with corresponding table that lists the “addresses” of each of them.

Please send your manuscript to: Anthony B. Rylands, e-mail: <arylands@rewild.org>
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The IUCN SSC Primate Specialist Group also produces regional newsletters/journals which publish short articles and notes on general and specific aspects of primate ecology, taxonomy, distributions, behavior and conservation, tropical forest ecology and conservation, forest destruction, and protected areas. Also please send information on projects, research groups, events, recent publications, courses, funding sources, activities of primatological societies and NGOs, and other newsworthy items of interest to primate conservationists, directly to the editors at the addresses below.
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